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Frommer's Kauai (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	On any list of the world’s most spectacular islands, Kauai ranks right up there with Bora Bora, Huahine, and Rarotonga. All the elements are here: moody rainforests, majestic cliffs, jagged peaks, emerald valleys, palm trees swaying in the breeze, daily rainbows, and some of the most spectacular golden beaches you’ll find...


		

Pro Windows Phone App Development (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	Windows Phone, updated in Windows Phone 7.5, presents an exciting opportunity for developers to

	build and monetize mobile applications. It represents a major new investment into mobile computing

	by Microsoft, and in many ways is a major break from the past. To build applications for Windows

	Phone, it is important to understand its...

		

The Polar Bear Expedition: The Heroes of America's Forgotten Invasion of Russia, 1918-1919William Morrow, 2019

	
		In the brutally cold winter of 1919, 5,000 Americans battled the Red Army 600 miles north of Moscow. We have forgotten. Russia has not.

	
		"AN EXCELLENT BOOK." —Wall Street Journal • "INCREDIBLE." — John U. Bacon •...







		

The Art of War for Security Managers: 10 Steps to Enhancing Organizational EffectivenessButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
I graduated from Long Island University in 1991 with a bachelor’s degree in political science. In the years since, much of the specifi c material I learned has been forgotten in the whirlwind of family and career life. Even so, there are some important lessons I still recall. Dr. Donald Baker often told us undergraduate students that states...

		

Frommer's Moscow and St. Petersburg (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Russia breathes superlatives: the world’s biggest country; its largest supplier of natural gas and second-largest oil producer; home of the planet’s longest railroads, busiest subway system (Moscow’s), and one of its deepest, biggest, and oldest lakes (Baikal, in Siberia). It even boasts balmy beach resorts (on the Black...


		

Halophilic Microorganisms and their Environments (Cellular Origin, Life in Extreme Habitats and Astrobiology)Springer, 2002

	"This water" he told me, "runs out to the eastern region, and flows into the Arabah; and when it comes into the sea, into the sea of foul waters [i. e. , the Dead Sea], the water will become wholesome. Every living creature that swarms will be able to live wherever this stream goes; the fish will be very abundant once these...






		

Information Quality (Advances in Management Information Systems)M.E. Sharpe, 2005
Like the lament of Coleridge’s ancient mariner who finds himself adrift at sea surrounded by water yet dying of thirst, many organizations find they are surrounded by data, yet much of it does not truly satisfy their information needs. Today we have at our disposal vast stores of information that come in a variety of forms: records,...

		

The Rough Guide to Greek Islands 7 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2009

	The Rough Guide to Greek Islands is the ultimate travel guide with clear maps and detailed coverage of the Greek Islands’ best attractions. Discover the vibrant Greek Islands from the historic mass of Crete and barely inhabited islets to Athens’ sea-set suburbs and lively nightlife. Our detailed Greek Islands maps help you...


		

Ice Mechanics for Geophysical and Civil Engineering Applications (GeoPlanet: Earth and Planetary Sciences)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents the concepts and tools of ice mechanics, together with examples of their application in the fields of glaciology, climate research and civil engineering in cold regions. It starts with an account of the most important physical properties of sea and polar ice treated as an anisotropic polycrystalline material, and...







		

The Encyclopedia of Rural America: The Land and People (2 Volume Set)Grey House Publishing, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Rural America is dedicated to the land and its people. Rural America is characterized by its vast expansiveness and its diversity. Of the nation's 1.9 billion acres, 1.8 billion acres are in rural areas or federal lands. It is a land of crop and pasture land, forests and wetlands, mountains and deserts, sea coasts and inland...

		

The Traveler's Web: An Extreme Searcher Guide to Travel Resources on the InternetCyberAge Books, 2007
According to a recent survey by the Travel Industry Association of America, nearly 80 million Americans turned to the Internet for help with travel planning in 2005. The same survey reports that the Internet is now used for some aspect of travel planning in more than 75 percent of all trips. You can count on these numbers rising in the years ahead....

		

Mysterious Creatures: A Guide to Cryptozoology, 2 Volume SetABC Clio, 2002
From Bigfoot and the bonobo to the Central Asian wildman and winged humanoid, this volume presents over 1000 A-to-Z entries on every reported cryptid - i.e. legendary animal unknown to science - from around the world. Each entry traces the history of sightings and known habitats, including details such as: popular name; distribution; etymology;...
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